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Don't trust lust at first sight. Jacqueline: As an adult womanâ€”and the vice president of a marketing firmâ€”I shouldn't
be waiting by my office window to ogle the mystery man who jogs by every morning at

However, my best friend-slash-colleague Vince Carson thinks I should do more than talk to the guy. I know
she deserves nice things. But what if I set her up with Mr. Then, when he breaks her heart, I can swoop in and
save her like the nice guy I am. And suddenly anything is possible. It follows Vince Carson as he tries to win
his best friend Jackie Butler over into his life and his.. Vince has got it bad for his best friend, Jackie. Jackie
and Vince work together, they share the VP status at their marketing firm and it was Jackie that helped Vince
get his shit together after the divorce. He was an emotional mess and talking things out with Jackie, who
showed up at his house with fried chicken and beer helped get his life back on track and he was doing well
now. He was done being an emotional basket case and he was moving on with his life. Jackie came into the
picture when she started working at the marketing firm that Vince worked at. She saw herself in him when he
was struggling to get through the days following his divorce and so she shows up at his house and helps him
through everything. She listened to him when he needed to get all of his emotions off his chest. She helped
him figure out his next move. She needs to get back out there so that when the hot guy breaks her heart, Vince
will be there to comfort her through the heartbreak. What a dumbass plan. I enjoyed Vince as a character and I
enjoyed getting to know Jackie but I still thought that they had a lot of dumb moments throughout the book. I
liked Davis and want to see him get the bartenderâ€¦. Hmmmâ€¦ Overall, I thought this book was good. The
characters were funny, the dialogue had me cracking up and I liked the hero. Sure, Vince did some stupid shit
but I still really liked him. I liked him more than I liked Jackie.
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2: Review + Excerpt Tour â€“ Eye Candy (Real Love, #1) by Jessica Lemmon | The Romance Bibliophile
Eye Candy is book one in the brand new series, Real Love, by Jessica Lemmon. This is a friends to lovers story, a story
of two people that have been badly hurt in their previous relationships who came together as friends to support one
another.

One woman chooses reality over fantasy in this friends-to-lovers romance. However, my best
friendâ€”slashâ€”colleague Vince Carson thinks I should do more than talk to the guy. I know she deserves
nice things. But what if I set her up with Mr. Then, when he breaks her heart, I can swoop in and save her like
the nice guy I am. And suddenly anything is possible. Also by this author: Now, time, several no-stress
hookups, and two amazing best friends have helped him heal. If only he could help Jackie past her mental
block on dating, maybe they could have a chance. Jackie herself went through an emotional divorce and after
unsuccessfully dipping her toe back in the dating pool, she quickly took refuge in the safe world of being
single. Author Jessica Lemmon captures the uncomfortable and confusing space between friends and lovers
while building a credible and stable friendship between Vince and Jackie. The depth of their feelings for each
other â€”even before any sexitimesâ€” was authentic and well developed. Without the strong foundation
provided by Ms. Lemmon, and a happy ending for the pair would have been disingenuous. Trust, friendship,
honesty, affection, lust, love â€” all layered to create a believable and believably lasting relationship. I still
think Vince could have gone about helping Jackie over her reluctance to date without involving the yummy
piece of eye candy that offered so much temptation. And honestly, he was no real competition at all. I swirl
around and peg him with a look of pure fury. Did I mention that? Last year when the vice president quit, two
of us were promoted to handle the workload in tandem. I guess that was better than one of us leaving the other
behind. He always wears dark jeans, a black belt, and a pair of leather shoes. He gets away with denim
because our company president encourages free spirits and creativity. Such is life as a human with XX
chromosomes. Vince walks over to the window and points at a cheek-shaped smudge on the otherwise perfect
glass. In a scamplike, puckish way. A dart of pain shoots through the center of my chest at the thought. Leslie
leaving shattered him. Whenever I think about those first six months, and how angry and hurt Vince was, I
want to mail her an envelope full of glitter. Have you ever tried to get glitter out of carpet? I used to host craft
night at my place. You find shiny little specks for months. His name is J. I prop my hands on my hips and
wait. I burst out laughing, holding my stomach with one arm as I double over. When I recover and push my
hair behind my ears, Vince is smiling, pleased with himself. He pulls me out of my why-so-serious, and I
make him talk about his feelings. She holds a degree in graphic design currently gathering dust in an
impressive frame. She firmly believes God gifts us with talents for a purpose, and with His help, you can
create the life you want.
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I so enjoyed Eye Candy, the first book in Jessica Lemmon's Real Love Series! A great friends-to-lovers romance that
had me into it from the very beginning. It's got the sweet and hot sexy moments, humor, emotion and a couple I was
rooting for.

Buy This Book Friends to lovers stories tend to be my favorite kind of romance. The familiarity shared
between the main characters can lead to all sorts of humorous conversations, deep introspection and some
steamy scenes when all the suppressed sexual tension is released. Eye Candy follows this outline fairly well in
bringing two co-workers together, yet the twist comes when one friend tries to overthink the plan to take their
relationship to the next level. Jackie Butler and Vince Carson have both been through the wringer when it
comes to their love lives. As their personal lives started falling apart the two co-workers bonded and became
close friends. Everything changes for Vince when Jackie starts to notice a handsome guy jogging past her
office window every morning. After bouncing the idea off another close friend and getting the green light,
Vince convinces Jackie to take a chance on introducing herself to the running man and seeing where it leads.
Jackie has never been the kind of woman to enjoy a casual fling with a guy. For her, sex should be between
two people who care about each other, but after learning that Vince has had a few encounters since his divorce
it gives her perspective on her own abstinence. Their first date goes well and they make plans for another
evening out, but while J. After a third date ends with J. Kissing soon leads to much more but a small part of
Jackie has doubts about how their physical relationship is supposed to work in conjunction with their close
friendship. This awkwardness between them makes the pair question if their friendship can survive its
toughest challenge yet. The road to true love can sometimes be filled with road blocks and detours, but in Eye
Candy Vince and Jackie somehow find ways to cause love gridlock. To get Jackie on board with his idea that
she needs to hook-up with J. What saves the relationship is that in her heart, Jackie knows that Vince has
always had her back and cares for her. Over the course of the book Vince and Jackie have to grow up and
move past their divorces. What surprised me is that Vince initially comes across as the more mature of the
two, but he, too, had never actually risked his heart after his wife hurt him. At the point where there should
have been declarations of love Vince makes one more childish mistake that almost kills the story. Eye Candy
has a very rom-com feel to it that I enjoyed. Buy Eye Candy by Jessica Lemmon:
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4: Review: Eye candy by Jessica Lemmon â€“ home
Eye Candy is a humorous and sexy friends-to-lovers and workplace romance. Jessica Lemmon entertained with the
dialogue and interactions among a strong cast of characters. Ms.

This is a friends to lovers story, a story of two people that have been badly hurt in their previous relationships
who came together as friends to support one another. But what happens when those friendly feelings start to
change? When you realize that your best friend is the one you are supposed to be with? Do you risk your
friendship and go for it? Or do you stay friends, ignoring your feelings, and possibly missing o Eye Candy is
book one in the brand new series, Real Love, by Jessica Lemmon. Or do you stay friends, ignoring your
feelings, and possibly missing out on the best thing that ever happened to you. He shares the position with his
best friend, Jacqueline Jackie Butler. His wife left him because she wanted more than what Vince could offer
her. He and Jackie are pretty much inseparable. But Jackie never did enter the dating world after her own
divorce. Her husband had cheated on her. So he will help her to date someone else first. And every day at the
very same time what should be an illegally sexy, shirtless man jogs past. She has conjured up all sorts of
fantasies about him. Her co-workers and Vince have been pushing her to go down and talk to him and ask him
out. So she finally does it. They rarely turn out as you imagined they would. Vince puts his plan into motion.
Jackie goes out with J. The first time their lips touch, the world stops spinning, and everything changes. This
was a cute, humorous, sexy story with plenty of steam. Vince and Jackie were obviously meant to be together.
But their road was not an easy one. They both had trust issues and hearts that might not be completely healed
from previous hurts. Vince definitely took the hard way around letting Jackie know that he had feelings for
her. For a while there I was getting a little weary of his games. But I think Jackie might have suspected all
along what was going on. Or maybe just hoped. Because when these two came together, it was a show stopper.
I really did enjoy this. The next book, Arm Candy, will be his story. This is a great start to this new series and
I look forward to more.
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'EYE CANDY' by Jessica Lemmon is the First book in the New Series "Real Love". This is the story of Jacqueline 'Jackie
'Butler and Vince Carson. This was a cute, sometimes funny friends to lovers romance.

However, my best friend-slash-colleague Vince Carson thinks I should do more than talk to the guy. I know
she deserves nice things. But what if I set her up with Mr. Then, when he breaks her heart, I can swoop in and
save her like the nice guy I am. And suddenly anything is possible. Best friends help each other after their
marriages fall apart but movies on the sofa bring ideas of something more. Is either brave enough to make the
first move? Told from dual perspectives Lemmon severed up a romance that had me laughing, rolling my eyes
and wanting to lock this couple in a dark room to see what would happen! Jacqueline and Vince share the role
of vice president at a local marketing firm. Guys are so silly. Vince has a million reasons why he cannot ask
her out and instead decides to coach her on picking up the hot runner. He figures he can be her rebound guy,
then Vince will sweep in and yeah.. The drama was minimal and the dual perspective really allowed me to
understand the characters. As I said, at times I wanted to lock them in a dark room until they just came clean
on their feelings. Miscommunication almost spoiled my good time but despite frustration, I enjoyed the ride.
Both meddled and added to the tale. It shares how Lemmon got the inspiration for this tale and it will make
you smile. Read an Excerpt Vince Watching Jackie run is painful. Mostly for my erection. Do you know how
uncomfortable it is to sport a boner while jogging? My only saving grace is that my shorts are baggy, unlike
hers. Hers are molded to her ass. Spandex, pink with a white stripe down each leg. She tugs the elastic free and
pulls her fingers through her hair. I can run ten miles. Her cheeks have a pink hue and are slightly damp from
perspiration. I agree with her. She looks like she just sweated it out between the sheets, and the very idea
makes me wonder what sounds she makes during sex. High, gaspy ones, or is she a screamer? Riley steps
outside now, dressed in a short skirt and a top that is cut really, really low. Riley flits a glance from Jackie to
me. I may not have told Jackie about my string of one-nighters, but I did mention that after Leslie left, Riley
asked me out repeatedly. She brought over casseroles topped with Doritos and once delivered a bottle of pink
wine for us to share. I accepted the food but never the booze, and finally stopped answering the door. Riley did
not adhere to Girl Code. I have my answer about the plants. Without discussing it, Jackie and I start back to
my house, our pace settling into a stride. And too old for me. Secondly, you would date a forty-year-old like
Sergio? I mean, if Riley were normal. Besides, I think she and Leslie are still in the same spinning class.
Nuttier than a fruitcake, that one. Been awhile since bitter divorced guy crawled out to grumble about the state
of the world. Knowing what divorce feels like, she has always offered silent support. Like she does now. Once
I lose myself in someone else, I hope I can forgive him, if not forget about him. We finish walking to my
house in silence. Eye Candy shared friends to lovers RomCom that I devoured in a single afternoon. She is an
artist, dreamer, former meateater, fun-loving, fast-talking wife, and a den mother to two dogs. She loves to
hear from her fans.
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6: Review: Eye Candy by Jessica Lemmon â€“ Book Binge
Eye Candy - Ebook written by Jessica Lemmon. Read this book using Google Play Books app on your PC, android, iOS
devices. Download for offline reading, highlight, bookmark or take notes while you read Eye Candy.

Jessica Lemmon Fans, Romance 3. Each of the books are complete but also link the characters so we are
interested to see what each story will bring In Man Candy, we are given Dax He has had a rain cloud over his
head and finally decides to take some time off and go camping. He is using the excuse of his pa 3. He is using
the excuse of his pal camping out on his couch Dax has become extremely successful in the bar industry There
are also a few cabins that are closer to the actual woods Dax made sure he had a reservation for the most
isolated, away from families and the main buildings. The weather was not the best with rain pouring down.
Dax is relaxing at the bar; he had checked in and was just getting something to eat before going to his cabin.
Everything was quiet and laid back Dax watches how the bartender proceeds to rip the woman a new one and
fires her on the spot Which is ignored by the woman But he is her brother and she has been doing an excellent
job working his reservations and front office for the campground. At least she knows she has because her
brother is an ass when it comes to admitting Becca knows what she is doing Oh Well, Becca knows if she just
keeps working he will have to relent, right Becca is just so frustrated She was going to make a name for
herself on Broadway She realized although she had ability Now she is in a holding pattern Although the hot
guy at the bar is someone to consider And after the Bad News is delivered the cabin he reserved away from
everything He now has to be in a cabin close to the main house Becca and Dax flirt and when he needs to be
shown where he is to stay Becca offers to take him there And these two end up Going There Both agree no
commitments, attachments And Enjoy They Do Which causes a bit of a complication because Dax is intrigued
with Becca and Becca is someone who is a runner This is a story of a man who see all the potential in a
woman who can be mature and able Dax is willing to show Becca through his actions and care for her He also
sees the treasure she is She just needs to see it herself. The brother also needed to see Becca as more then the
little sis Hot sexy times with some understanding of how we are all more then we seem Eye Candy Real Love,
1.
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7: GIVEAWAY! EYE CANDY by Jessica Lemmon - Joyfully Reviewed
Eye candy might look good from the outside, but it's what on the inside that matters. Inside Jessica Lemmon's Eye
Candy, is nothing but goodness!

Eye Candy by Jessica Lemmon Review: However, my best friend-slash-colleague Vince Carson thinks I
should do more than talk to the guy. I know she deserves nice things. But what if I set her up with Mr. Then,
when he breaks her heart, I can swoop in and save her like the nice guy I am. And suddenly anything is
possible. I was so wrong, and happily so! In Eye Candy, we meet Jackie and Vince, co vice presidents at a
marketing firm. Their different work styles and approach to marketing concepts complement each other and
make for a very successful team. Vince was devastated and since Jackie knew what he was going through, she
reached out, spent time and was there for Vince. Having divorce in common might have brought them
together, but their relationship is so much more. Both Vince and Jackie have approached post divorce dating
differently. Unbeknownst to Jackie, Vince has had a few one night stands to get past his divorce, while Jackie
tried online dating to no success. Jackie has since given up on men, but allows herself the daily viewing of the
God-like Adonis who runs past her window. Both Vince and Jackie are aware of an attraction but due to their
failed marriages they are unwilling to explore anything more than friendship. I loved this part of the
storyâ€”Vince dating Jackie under the ruse of acting as coach, while Jackie easily goes along. It is clear to
everyone that they have great chemistry, but after each date and some scorching kisses, they go back to just
being friends. Though the initial scheme was that both Jackie and Vince would find someone to date, focus on
Jackie and JT come to the forefront pretty quickly. Jackie is smitten and quite proud of herself for taking the
plunge and asking JT out. She likes JT, and we watch her gain some confidence in herself after each date.
Lemmon puts a twist on the friends to lovers theme by giving us a bit of a love triangle. While JT has a
starring role in the beginning, he quickly moves out of the spotlight as focus shifts to Vince and his pursuit of
Jackie. He knew Jackie had to make the realization that they belong together in her own way, and in her own
time. While not entirely unique in plot, I always enjoy Ms. They are truly the perfect balance of humor and
emotion with characters that are easy to fall for. I loved Jackie and Vince. She also easily provides a segue
into the next book. Davis too is divorced, only we have no clue whyâ€”and he is a mess about it.
8: Eye Candy by Jessica Lemmon: Review + Giveaway - Polished Bookworm
Jacqueline: As an adult womanâ€”and the vice president of a marketing firmâ€”I shouldn't be waiting by my office
window to ogle the mystery man who jogs b.

9: Free Download & Listen Eye Candy by Jessica Lemmon AudioBook
"Eye Candy is a humorous and sexy friends-to-lovers and workplace romance. Jessica Lemmon entertained with the
dialogue and interactions among a strong cast of characters. Jessica Lemmon entertained with the dialogue and
interactions among a strong cast of characters.
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